Transcranial high-frequency repetitive electrical stimulation for recording myogenic motor evoked potentials with the patient under general anesthesia.
To demonstrate the feasibility of transcranial high-frequency electrical stimulation with the patient under general anesthesia with propofol and alfentanil. This method may be a useful tool for intraoperative monitoring of the motor pathways during cerebral and spinal operations. A short train from one to eight monopolar anodal electrical pulses was applied transcranially to the motor cortex with a frequency from 100 to 500 Hz in 10 patients. Myogenic motor evoked potentials (MEPs) were recorded from forearm flexor muscles, thenar, and hypothenar. Amplitude and latency of MEPs were evaluated after different stimulation parameters. This combination of anesthetic and transcranial stimulation technique allows recording of myogenic MEPs during general anesthesia, which was found not to be possible with single pulse transcranial stimulation. To elicit myogenic MEPs from the target muscles, stimulation had to be applied within the following parameters: minimum threshold intensity was 60 mA for forearm flexor and thenar and 80 mA for hypothenar; minimum number of pulses was two for forearm flexor muscles and thenar and three for hypothenar; minimum stimulation frequency was 200 Hz for thenar and hypothenar and 100 Hz for forearm flexor muscles. Transcranial high-frequency repetitive electrical stimulation seems to be a new method for monitoring the motor tract. With this method, it is possible to monitor the motor function without interfering with the surgical team or with the surgical treatment of infratentorial and spinal lesions. Monitoring of relaxation is necessary to compare the amplitude of MEPs.